
Perhaps you have an upcoming performance discussion with a direct report and 

would like to gain insight into their leadership style and behaviors. Or perhaps 

you’d like to simply self-reflect on your own leadership style. Whatever the case, 

the questions listed in this guide can be used to stimulate insight into the 

behaviors used to influence others.

As a leader, it’s important to recognize the interconnectivity between power 

and influence and understand that the ability to lead effectively is driven by the 

power you have with others. Fortunately, there are tangible things you can do — 

investments you can make — that will enable you to build your power bases and 

enhance your influence potential.

Empowering Situational 

Leaders™ enables leaders to 

challenge any preconceived 

notions that “power” 

connotes something negative 

and, instead, to discover its 

practical application and 

significance in the influence 

process.
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Power in the Workplace 
 � How would you describe the interconnectivity of 

power and influence?

 � When you think of people who have the power 

to influence others in your organization, what 

indicators (e.g., behaviors, characteristics, symbols) 

do you associate with them?

 � Do you have peers that have the power to influence 

others in your organization? If yes, what behaviors 

do you associate with their power?

 � When you consider subordinates that stand out to 

you as influential, what attributes do you feel are 

their greatest strengths?

 � Can you think of a person in your organization who 

has power through their position and title, but does 

not have respect or credibility with those he/she is 

trying to influence? If yes, what is the result? What 

behaviors would make this person more powerful 

in your eyes?

The Power of Influencing Others: 
Self-Reflection

 � Why do you think subordinates comply with your 

influence attempts? Peers? Superiors?

 � What personal attributes do you leverage when 

trying to influence others?

 � What do you feel are your greatest challenges when 

trying to influence others? 

 � What behavior change would have the most positive 

impact on your power to influence others if you were 

to address and develop it?

 � When attempting to influence others, how do you 

know if you’ve been successful? How can you tell 

if the person you are attempting to influence is fully 

engaged?

 � When attempting to influence others, why do you 

think it’s important to focus on both success and 

engagement in order to achieve results?

 � What skills do you feel you could improve in order to 

become a more powerful, influential leader? What 

steps are you taking to improve them?

Building Power 
 � How can you use the power of your current position 

to recognize and take responsibility for your role as 

a leader? 

 � What impact do you think building trust and 

establishing credibility has on the power to influence 

others? What are some ways in which you could 

build trust and establish credibility with people in 

your organization?
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The ability to lead 

effectively is driven by 

the power you have 

with others.
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 � What role does your knowledge and expertise play 

in your ability to influence others? How can you build 

your knowledge and gain additional experience in 

your field?

Using Power to Drive Leadership
 � Have you completed a formal assessment of your 

personal power profiles (e.g., Power Perception 

Profile Self assessment)? If yes, describe your 

reaction to the results.

 � How does your position and title drive others’ 

responsiveness to your direction? Your ability to 

collaborate? Your ability to delegate?

 � When you build trust and establish credibility 

with those you are attempting to influence, how 

does that affect your ability to provide them with 

direction? To collaborate with them? To delegate?

 � How does your knowledge and expertise in your field 

affect your ability to provide direction? Collaborate 

with others? Delegate a task?

 � What would be the result if you were able to build 

and leverage your power as a Situational Leader in 

order to more effectively influence up, down and 

across your organization?

Want to Learn More?
Empowering Situational Leaders™ provides leaders 

with actionable skill-based strategies to build the three 

primary bases of power — Legitimate, Referent and 

Expert — that are most critical for effective leadership.

If you would like additional information on how to develop 

your power bases and become a more effective and 

influential leader, visit situational.com!

True leaders recognize that leadership 
isn’t based on position or title within an 

organization. They know that leadership is 
a direct result of how effectively they can 

influence others every single day.
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“Leadership is something you  
do with people, not to people.”

– Dr. Paul Hersey
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